
Generation One (’97-’99) CR500AF Conversion  
 

So, you love the unlimited power and versatility of your CR500R engine? Me too. 
Maybe though it’s time to get on a bike that has more modern ergonomics and 
handling than a stock steel framed CR500R can provide you? Me too. Perhaps you 
covet a professionally prepared aluminum framed CR500R but cannot justify the time 
and expense of trying to sell your current CR500R and then buying that CR500AF? 
Me too. Still interested? Good! 
 
I was in the same position as you are in now, and not that long ago actually. I 
scrubbed the Internet trying to find all the accurate information I could on what it 
would really take to place the engine from my CR500R into a first generation 
aluminum CR250R chassis. What I discovered was that several people had already 
done this conversion. I also discovered that almost everyone did it differently, and 
almost nobody actually took the time to document or photograph what he or she did 
or how he or she did it. As a professional design engineer with 16 years in the 
automotive, aerospace and defense industry, I saw this “information gap” as a 
significant shortcoming that perhaps I could rectify. Hopefully this document along 
with my online photo galleries and available parts kit will bridge this “gap” of 
information for those that choose to undertake this conversion. 
 
This document, along with the parts that I designed to perform the AF conversion (as 
professionally and cleanly as possible) is my solution to bridging the information gap. 
By following this guide you will be able to quickly modify a first generation CR250R 
rolling chassis so that it will easily accept a ’91 or newer CR500R engine. Certainly 
earlier model engines can be used as well, but I have no hands-on experience with 
them at this point. It is my sincerest hope that you will find this guide accurate and 
easy to follow so that in the shortest amount of time possible you too will be 
experiencing what is arguably the greatest open-class motocross bike of all time! 
 
What you will need: 
 
1997-1999 CR250R rolling chassis. (A rolling chassis is defined as a complete 
motorcycle minus the engine, carburetor and ignition electronics. A rolling chassis 
must include the frame, the swingarm, the forks, the triple clamps, the handlebars 
and hand controls, Front and rear wheels, front and rear brake systems, the sub-
frame & airbox, the seat, the gas tank, the radiator & cooling hoses and lastly the 
plastics.) 
 
1991-2001 CR500R engine, carburetor and ignition electronics (CDI & coil). 
 
A properly modified CR500R expansion chamber (pipe) where the rear mount has 
been carefully removed and relocated in the forward direction so that it will properly 
interface with the pipe mounting hanger bracket of the CR250R chassis. This piece 
as well as a correctly matched silencer can be purchased from Service Honda for 
approximately $300. It will be a Pro Circuit pipe and spark arrestor equipped silencer. 
I recommend this for your first conversion to simplify the assembly process and 
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maintain the plating on the pipe for corrosion resistance. (Should you desire a pipe 
that enhances low-end power such as a FMF Gnarly, you will need to purchase said 
pipe for a CR500R and then have it modified accordingly.) 
 
*Two new front motor mounts. These must be welded to the CR250R frame so that 
the CR500R engine can be properly bolted to the chassis. (see photo one) 
 
Additionally, after the new mounts are TIG welded to the CR250R frame the standard 
engine-mounting bolt will need to be replaced with a M10 X 1.50 X 160mm long 
grade-8 bolt. 
 
*New head stay(s). This item fastens the rear of the engine’s head to the frame to 
stabilize/unitize the over-all structure to control both vibration and increase structural 
strength. Stock head stays are typically two “s” shaped brackets. However, one 
thicker machined or formed bracket also works nicely. (see photo two) 
 
*Swingarm spacers. These are required to properly center the swingarm relative to 
the engine so that the front countershaft sprocket and the rear drive sprocket are 
perfectly aligned. (see photo three) 
 
*Coil mounting adapter bracket. This bracket is required to mount the larger CR500R 
ignition coil to the stock coil mounting tabs of the CR250R frame (which are designed 
to mount the smaller CR250R coil). (see photo four) 
 
Note: If you have the stock CR250R coil, it may be used with the CR500R CDI unit 
and thusly the adapter bracket becomes unnecessary. 
 
* These items are included in my conversion kit, or can be designed/fabricated 
by/for the individual performing the conversion. 
 
Photo One (engine mounts): 
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Photo Two (head stay) : 
 

 
 
Photo Three (swingarm spacers): 
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Photo Four (coil mounting bracket): 
 

 
 
 
What you need to do: 
 

1) Remove the engine, carburetor and electronics from your CR500R. (This 
would be a great time to service the engine with a fresh top-end, gaskets and 
seals and fresh intake reeds) 

 
2)  Completely strip the CR250R down to the bare frame. (You may choose to 

Leave the triple clamps installed assuming the bearings are satisfactorily 
greased and are in proper working order) This will make the areas required for 
grinding and welding much easier to access as well as refinishing the frame 
before re-assembly if you so choose. 
 

3) Using a 4” grinder with a cutting wheel installed (or equivalent tool), very 
carefully remove the two front engine mounts from the frame leaving nothing 
more than the bare, clean down tubes. This needs to be performed to make 
room for the new front engine mounts which must be welded to the frame 
later. (see photos five and six)            

 
4) Using the same tool, remove the lower portion of the stock x-brace. (see photo 

five) This MUST be done to make room for the exhaust flange of the CR500R 
engine which is approximately 1” taller than the stock CR250R engine. (You 
may choose to remove the entire x-brace to facilitate future top-end servicing 
without having to remove the engine from the frame) 
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Photo Five (removed CR250R engine mounts & cut x-brace): 
 

 
 
 

5) After completely deburring, cleaning and resurfacing the frame at the areas 
           where you made the alterations, it is time to temporarily install the 
           CR500R engine (minus carburetor) into the frame. The reason for this is 
           to use the engine case as a fixture to properly position the new engine 
           mounts for welding. To do this, you must drop the engine into the frame 
           so that you can slide the swingarm pivot bolt through the frame and 
           engine case. After doing this you will find that the lower engine mounts on the  
           frame will line up perfectly with the lower mounting hole in the engine case.  
           install the mounting bolt through this interface as well. Snugly tighten up the  
           nuts for both these bolts. The CR500R engine is now correctly fastened into 
           the CR250R frame. You can now place the new engine mounts in 
           between the engine cases and the frame down tubes. Install the new 
           160mm long M10 bolt through the new mounts and the engine cases and 
           tighten the nut until snug. (You may need to install a 10mm flat washer  
           between one or both of the new mounts and the engine case in order to get a 
           proper fit. A proper fit is one where the frame tubes deflect very little when 
           the bolt is tightened down.) The mounts are now positioned properly and 
           are ready to be tack welded into place. Tack weld mounts sufficiently so 
           they cannot be moved, bent or broken off during the disassembly of the 
           engine from the frame. With the engine removed, fully TIG weld the 
           mounts to the frame. (It is highly recommended that you have a 
           professional welder perform the welding of these mounts to ensure that the 
           welds are both structurally sound and cosmetically acceptable.) 
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Photo Six (new mounts welded to the frame and 160mm long bolt installed) 
 

       
 
 

6) With the welding complete it’s time to clean up the frame. Buff off the new 
     weld beads with a brass brush to get a totally clean surface. After doing 
     this you can decide if you prefer a brushed finish or a polished frame 
     finish. Either way, I recommend you do a thorough refinishing and sealing 
     of the frame surfaces now, before reinstalling the engine and reassembling   
     the motorcycle.  (you can seal the frame using metal polish, wax or ACF-50) 
 
7) Now is the time to service (as required) the swingarm and linkage bearings. 

Additionally, remember to grease up the swingarm pivot bolt to ensure that the 
bolt can be easily removed in the future. 

 
8) Reassemble the engine into the frame. You may find it considerably easier to 

Fit the engine into the frame if you first remove the head from the jug. 
I also strongly suggest taping up the exposed threaded studs so they will not 
scratch up the frame as you fit the engine back into the frame. Reassemble 
the chassis by first installing the swingarm. This is where you will need to 
install the swingarm spacers. As you see in photo three, you will need to install 
the thicker (7mm wide) spacer on the left side of the swingarm, and the thinner 
(4mm) spacer on the right side of the swingarm. Tighten up the swingarm pivot 
bolt per the recommended torque specification. (Torque specs can be 
obtained in the Honda Factory Service Manual for the CR250R.) 
 
Next you will install the lower engine mounting bolt and torque down per 
the recommended torque specification. (I recommend that if you are 
retorqueing the original self-locking nuts you add some blue Loctite to ensure 
the nuts will not vibrate loose over time) 
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Next you will install the new, 160mm long bolt through the new engine mounts. 
Torque this bolt down using the same torque specification as the first engine 
mounting bolt. The engine is now properly installed into the chassis and you 
may begin reassembling the remainder of the motorcycle. 

 
Conversion completion: 
 
Now that the toughest part of the conversion is over, it’s time to consider the “other” 
issues such as bolting up the aforementioned listed AF only parts (i.e. the head stay 
and the coil mounting bracket) as well as how to deal with the issue of coolant hose 
routing. 
 
The new head stay setup as previously mentioned will either be a reworked two-
piece configuration (similar to the stock setup) or a one piece unit (like the one in the 
kit). After the engine has been installed, the head stay will be a simple bolt on and 
should be oriented as shown in photo two. You will be able to reuse all of the original 
fasteners. One issue that remains to be dealt with however is to re-hang the rear 
brake master cylinder. This may be accomplished by simply fabricating a simple strap 
bracket. This strap bracket should be of sufficient length and thickness as to closely 
emulate the proper dimensions of the original hanger that was integrated into the 
stock CR250R right side head stay. Better yet, assuming you retained or have 
access to the original CR250R head stay, I recommend cutting the head stay so that 
the only segment remaining is the hanger feature and the flange with the two-hole 
pattern. In doing so, you will retain the stock master cylinder hanger geometry and it 
will easily mount piggyback or opposite your new head stay configuration. (see photo 
seven) 
 
If you look closely at photo seven, you will see that I chose to actually mount the 
master cylinder on the LEFT side of the hanger. This provides adequate clearance 
between the master cylinder and the exhaust pipe. This eliminates any physical 
contact and also helps to isolate the master cylinder from the radiant heat created by 
the pipe. This configuration still allows full access to the master cylinder with the seat 
and tank removed for servicing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(see next page for photo seven) 
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Photo Seven (master cylinder hanger configuration): 
 

 
 
 
Mounting the CR500R ignition coil mounting bracket is also a simple bolt-on. Simply 
attach the bracket to the frame and the CR500R coil to the bracket as shown in photo 
four. Note that in photo four I was experimenting with the mounting direction of the 
coil. Eventually I discovered that the best fit is when the coil is mounted REVERSE of 
what is shown, which is to say with the coil wire in the forward position. The reason 
for this is to make as much room as possible to route the radiator return cooling hose. 
(be sure to blue Loctite all four screws, or they WILL work themselves loose in time.)  
 
The topic of radiator cooling hoses and how to optimally configure them is an 
ongoing exercise and therefore I will not/cannot provide absolute direction in this 
document at this time. Instead, I will describe the current configurations and the 
pros/cons of each configuration, as I understand them. First however I will describe 
the issue that must be overcome. 
 
 The stock CR500R radiator setup has two radiators. The stock head of the CR500R 
engine has two cooling ports. As such, each port supplies hot coolant to each 
radiator. Simple enough. The first generation CR250R utilizes on one large radiator 
however. Despite the fact that the CR250R radiator actually has more internal 
volume than the two separate CR500R radiators combined and thus more cooling 
capacity, the problem of plumbing two head ports into the one return port of the 
CR250R radiator is a significant one. There have been several solutions concocted, 
and while some have been effective, others have not. 
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The first, simplest way to plumb the coolant hoses is to simply block off one port on 
the cylinder head and route a single hose from the remaining, open port to the 
radiator. Initially it seems as though this solution is sufficient, but under significant 
engine load and/or in situations where the engine is loaded and there is insufficient 
flow through the radiator (read: your going too slow!) the system WILL 
boil over. Despite the fact that adding a coolant recovery system may prevent you 
from being left stranded with a seized motor due to an unacceptable level of coolant 
loss, it is my opinion that this configuration is inadequate and should be avoided. 
 
The second configuration seems to perform more reliably. This configuration is the 
“Y” configuration and is comprised of marrying the two cylinder head ports together 
using a Y shaped hose fitting (configuration TBD) and running the single end of the Y 
fitting to the radiator return port. This has been done in many, many configurations, 
but regardless of the fittings used to accomplish the Y portion, the results of sufficient 
cooling even during the aforementioned engine loading and limited airflow through 
the radiator seems to be better than the first approach. 
 
The third configuration is without question the best solution from a coolant flow rating 
(cfm) but is also the most extensive with respect to fabrication effort and subsequent 
cost.  This solution is to add a second return port to the body of the radiator. This 
clearly emulates the original coolant hose routing of the stock CR500R and ensures 
maximum coolant flow and thus maximum cooling in all conditions.  
 
Regardless which configuration you choose, it is worth noting that I strongly 
recommend the use of a radiator filler cap with a pressure relief rating of 1.5 or 
higher verses the stock CR500R or CR250R filler cap which is rated at 1.1 . 
Additionally, I also believe that the CR500R should have always come with a coolant 
recover tank given its tendency to build heat and boil over. Therefore I recommend 
adopting a recovery system for your new CR500AF. Something as simple as a plastic 
baby bottle zip-tied to the inside of the airbox or something more elaborate such as a 
purpose built recovery tank from a Honda CRF250X or a Yamaha WR250F that 
mounts behind the left side rear number plate is sufficient. The quality of the 
components used and the manor in which they are affixed to the motorcycle will 
undoubtedly determine the performance and longevity of the system as a whole. 
Whatever configuration you come up with, it will be money and time well invested to 
ensure that your new CR500AF will never suffer from overheating problems 
regardless the terrain you choose to ride. 
 
Another thing to consider is spark plug removal/replacement. Taking into 
consideration the fact that the CR500R is about one inch taller than the CR250R 
engine, the space available to remove the spark plug boot and remove the spark plug 
is seriously compromised. With a stock CR250R tank it is possible to heat up the tank 
with a heat gun and locally deform it in order to make enough room to change out a 
plug. Serious precautions should be taken to ensure that heating the tank cannot 
cause a fuel fire or ruin the tank. If you run a desert style tank with increased fuel 
capacity, expect the space to be impacted even further. 
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I believe a better solution to making enough room to service a spark plug is to switch 
from the stock/standard plug configuration to an available NGK plug that is 
considerable shorter (by one third) but is still of the correct heat index. The part 
number is: BR8ECM. These plugs are pricey at about $12 each however. 
 
Last but not least is the issue of fitting up the airbox boot to the throat of the 
carburetor and then the carburetor to the intake boot. Likely there will be some 
misalignment between the engine intake and the airbox boot. This misalignment is 
caused by the increased height of the CR500R engine as compared to the CR250R 
engine. Another contributing factor will certainly be the alignment of the subframe to 
the main frame. If the subframe has ever been bent, it will directly effect the 
aforementioned alignment. In severe cases of misalignment, various techniques have 
been implemented with good results. One solution is to install a carburetor spacing 
plate that may/may not require machining to help align the carburetor to the airbox 
boot opening. Still another solution is to remove the two front screws holding the 
airbox in place so that there is more compliance and the airbox boot can be 
manipulated to better align with the carburetor throat. Best case is that your subframe 
is straight and true, and you can stretch and flex slightly both the airbox boot and the 
intake boot and the whole intake assembly will fit up without having to add a spacer 
or loosen screws. There is a process however for getting it all to align. The process is 
as follows: First: install the carburetor to the airbox boot and tighten the clamp so the 
joint is secure. Second: fit up the carburetor to the intake boot and tighten the joint. 
Having a 1/8” to ¼” carburetor spacer installed will considerable improve fitment. If 
you attempt to install the carburetor to the intake first and then to the airbox boot 
second it can/will prove to be significantly more difficult.  
 
Please keep in mind that you are creating one motorcycle from two. Further, each of 
the source motorcycles is likely used and has seen a significant amount of use. 
Because of this, each conversion process will be slightly different from the next. This 
guide is intended to be an accurate, step-by-step guide of how to perform the 
conversion. I do not however offer or imply any guarantees that you will not have to 
deviate from this guide in some way. You may have to overcome issues related to 
the hardware you are working with in order to perform the conversion process. 
 
So, that’s it. If you have followed these instructions and suggestions you are most 
likely the owner of a first generation hybrid CR500AF.  If all went well, your steed 
should look something like this: (see photos eight & nine) 
 
 
 
 
 
(see next page for photos eight & nine) 
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Photo Eight (completed conversion with S.H. supplied Pro Circuit pipe – left side) 
 

 
 
Photo Nine (completed conversion with S.H. supplied Pro Circuit pipe – right side) 
 

 
 
Congratulations, and welcome to the AF club! 
 
Note: Should you have additional questions or comments, please feel free to contact 
me at:  bandsmurray@msn.com  . 
 
Rev. C, 10-13-04 
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